We introduce a new method of a biped walking pattern generation by using a preview control of the zeromoment point ( Z M ) . First 
Introduction
Research on biped humanoid robots is currently one of the most exciting topics in the field of robotics and there are many ongoing projects [l, 2, 3, 4, 211. From the viewpoint of control and walking pattern generation these works can he classified into two categories. The first group requires the precise knowledge of robot dynamics including mass, location of center of mass and inertia of each link t o prepare walking patterns. Therefore, it mainly relies on the accuracy of the models [l, 2, 15, 51. Let us call this group as the ZMP based approach since they often use the zero-moment point (ZMP) for pattern generation and walking control.
Contrary, there is the second group which uses limited knowledge of dynamics e.g. location of total center of mass, total angular momentum, etc. Since the controller knows little about the system structure, this approach much relies on a feedback control [6, 10, 7, 81 . We can call this as the inverted pendulum approach, since they frequently uses an inverted pendulum model.
From the second standpoint, the authors proposed a method of walking control and pattern generation [ll, 121 by which dynamic biped walking was successfully realized on simulations and experiments. However, since our method generated a stable gait by changing foot placements from the original assignment, it was not applicable t o a situation like a walking on stepping-stones where the foot must be placed on the specified location (Figure 1) . Most of the inverted pendulum based methods suffer with this problem while the ZMP based methods can handle such situation [15] . In this paper we introduce a novel walking pattern generation that allows arbitrary foot placements as a mixture of the ZMP based and the inverted pendulum based approaches. It is also shown that by using the preview controller, we can take into account of the precise multibody dynamics although our method is based on a simple inverted pendulum model.
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Dynamic Models of Biped Robot
3D Linear Inverted Pendulum Mode and Zero-moment point
When we apply a constraint control to an inverted pendulum such that the mass should move along an arbitrary defined plane, we obtain a simple linear dynamics called the Three-Dimensional Linear Inverted Pendulum Mode (3D-LIPM) [9, 111 . We take Cartesian coordinates as shown in Figure 2 and specify the z-axis as the ordinal walking direction. The constraint plane is represented with given normal vector (kz, kv, -1) and z intersection zc as 
for the input torques.
Eqs. (2) and (3) are linear equations. The only parameter which governs those dynamics is zc, i.e., the z intersection of the constraint plane and the inclination of the plane never affects the horizontal motion.
For the 3D-LIPM with the horizontal constraint (k, = k, = 0), we can easily calculate the zeromoment point (ZMP), which is widely used in biped robot research (131, 7, p , = --mo ' (2) and (3)) we obtain (6) (7)
ZMP equations and cart-table model
To control the ZMP, it should be the outputs of the system while it appears as the inputs of the 3D-LIPM in the last section. Therefore, we rewrite Eqs. (6) and (7) to have the ZMP as their outputs as
In the following part of this paper, we will refer the above equations as the ZMP equations. Figure 3 shows a suggestive model directly corresponds to these equations. It depicts a running cart of mass m on a pedestal table whose mass is negligible (we need two sets of a cart on a table for the motion of x and y).
As shown in the figure, the foot of the table is too small to let the cart stay on the edge. However, if the cart accelerates with a proper rate, the table can keep upright for a while. At this moment, the ZMP exists inside of the table foot. Since the moment around the ZMP must be zero, we have On the other hand, a walking pattern generation is the inverse problem of this. That is, the cart motion should be calculated from the given ZMP trajectory, which is determined by the desircd footholds and step period.
Takanishi et al. proposed to solve this problem by using Fourier Transformation [14] . By applying the Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) to the ZMP reference, the ZMP equations can be solved in frequency domain. 
ZMP control as a servo problem
Let us define a new variable uz as the time derivative of the horizontal acceleration of CoM.
Regarding U. as the input of Eq. (9), we can translate the ZMP equation into a strictly proper dynamical system as For Eq. (8), we define zly and obtain the system of the same form.
(12) we can construct a walking pattern generator as a ZMP tracking control system (Figure 4) . The system generates the CoM trajectory such that the resulted ZMP follows the given reference. However, we must consider an By using the dynamics of Eq.
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Controller equation (12) reference interesting feature of this problem as follows. Figure  5 illustrates the ideal trajectories of the ZMP and the CoM of a robot tha,t walks one step forward dynamically. The robot supports its body by hind-leg from 0s to 1.5s, and has support exchange at 1.5s followed hy the foreleg support until 3.0s. Thus the reference ZMP should have a step change a t 1.5s and obviously the CoM must start moving before this. Assuming the controller in Figure 4 , the output must be Calculated from the future input! Although this sounds curious, we don't have to violate the law of causality. Indeed, we are familiar with such situation in driving on a winding road, where we steer a car by watching ahead, that is, watching the future reference.
A First, we discretize the system of Eq. sampling time of T as
where
~( k ) = p,(kT),
A = [ : :
With the given reference of ZMP p'"f(k), the performance index is specified a s 00 J = x{Q.e(i)2+AzT(i)QsAz(i)+RAu2(i)}; (14) i=k where e ( i ) p ( Z ) -f e f ( i ) is servo error, Q., R > 0 and Q. is a 3 x 3 symmetric non-negative definite matrix.
Az(k) z(k)-z(k-1) is the incremental state vector
and A u ( k ) u ( k ) -u(k -1) is the incremental input. When the ZMP reference can be previewed for NL step future at every sampling time, the optimal controller which minimizes the performance index (14) is given by
u ( k ) = -G i C e ( k )~G , l ( k )~C G , l i ) p r e f ( k + j ) ,
where Gi, G, and G,(j) are the gains calculated from the weights Q.,Qz,R and the system parameter of Eq. (13).
The preview control is made of three terms, the integral axtion on the tracking error, the state feedhack and the preview action using the future reference. Figure 6 shows the gain for the preview action. We see the controller does not need the information of far future because the magnitude of the preview gain G, becomes very small in the future farther than 2 seconds.
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.p,2_, I follow the reference (thin line) well. We observe undershooting in the sagittal motion and overshooting in the lateral motion. It should be noted that even ZMP tracking performance is poor, the system still remains stable thanks to the term of the state feedback.
Pattern generation for multibody model
The walking pattern is calculated by solving an inverse kinematics such that the CoM of the robot follows the output of the preview controller. As the simpler implementation, we can also use the center of the pelvis link since it approximates the motion of the CoM.
To evaluate our method we used the physical parameters of HRP-2 prototype (HRl-2P) shown in Figure 9 [22]. HRP-2P is a humanoid robot of 154cm height and weighs 58kg developed in Humanoid Robotics Project (HRP) of MET1 [21] . Figure 9 : HRP-2 Prototype (HRP-2€' ) [22] We used the pattern of Figure 7 for the motion of the pelvis link considering the offset between the center of the pelvis and the real CoM. In this case,
we had tracking errors of ZMP caused by the difference between the simple cart- 
Simulation
To demonstrate the performance of the proposed pattern generator, we conducted a simulation of a walking on spiral stairs. The horizontal foot placement was specified so that the robot can clear the edges of the stairs, and then the horizontal portion of the CoM trajectory was generated by the method of the last section. Figure 12 shows the generated trajectory. The elevation of the CoM is calculated by the constraint condition (Eq. 1). Note that the slope of the constraint for each step must be specified from the geometry of the stairs, and all t-intersection ( z c ) must be the same.
For the dynamic simulation we used OpenHRP, which is a dynamic simulator developed in the HRP [20]. As shown in the snapshots in Figure 13 , simulated HRP-2P could successfully walk on the spiral stairs (step height O.lm, rotation per step 24deg, inner radius 0.7m, outer radius 1.3m). 
Conclusion
We proposed a new method for biped walking pattern generation. First we introduced a cart-table model, which is a convenient representation to design a ZMP controller. After reviewing conventional methods that uses ZMP to generate walking pattern, we formalized the problem as the design of a ZMP tracking servo controller. It was shown that we can design such controller by adopting the preview control that uses the future ZMP reference. It was also shown that a preview controller can be used to compensate the ZMP error caused by the difference between the simple cart-table model and the precise multibody model.
To demonstrate the proposed method, a walking pattern for spiral stairs was generated and verified by the dynamic simulator. The implementation to the real robot system is our next target. 
